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In this file photo Singer/actress Lady Gaga
attends the premiere of “A star is born” at the
Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles. — AFP 

Nada Ali

People gather at terrace bar during a trial clinical study for a possible reopening of nightlife party
in Sitges. — AFP 

US singer Lady Gaga said in a docu-
mentary out Friday that she was
raped by a music producer and

became pregnant at age 19, an ordeal
that eventually caused her to have a “total
psychotic break.” The New York artist had
previously revealed that she was raped by
an industry producer when she was start-
ing out in the business. She said this
caused post-traumatic stress disorder that
she still deals with, even if she says it is
now under control. “I was 19 years old and
I was working in the business and a pro-

ducer said to me: ‘Take your clothes off,’”
she said in the documentary “The Me You
Can’t See,” which was co-created by
Oprah Winfrey and Prince Harry for the
Apple TV+ platform. “I said no. And I left,”
Gaga recounts. 

“And they told me they were going to
burn all my music and they didn’t stop ask-
ing me and then I just froze and I just... I
don’t even remember,” she said in tears.
The 35-year-old, who has never revealed
the identity of her rapist, said she would
continue to keep his name from the public

because she does “not ever want to face
that person again.” Gaga, whose real
name is Stefani Germanotta, said that the
producer “dropped me off pregnant on a
corner by my parents’ house,” and that
she had been “locked away in a studio for
months.” She revealed that it was only
years later, when an anxiety attack led her
to the hospital, that she realized she had
post-traumatic stress disorder. 

“I had a total psychotic break and for a
couple years I was not the same girl,”
Gaga said. “It’s like your brain goes

offline and you don’t know why no one
else is panicking but you’re in an ultra-
state of paranoia,” Gaga said. “It’s really
a very real thing to feel like there’s a
black cloud that is following you wherever
you go telling you that you’re worthless
and should die.” She estimated that it
took two and a half years of therapy to
get the urge to harm herself under con-
trol. “I learned all the ways to pull myself
out of it,” she said. — AFP

LOYAC launches its
part-time program
in collaboration
with Cinescape

In partnership with KNCC, LOYAC
launched the LOYAC and Cinescape
part-time program which started on the

first day of Eid with 50 interns who have
been vaccinated against the COVID-19
virus. 

Nada Ali, Professional Development
Department Manager at LOYAC, stated
that LOYAC is always eager and ready to
support companies and organizations with
qualified interns. She said: this program
will allow the participants to work in
Cinescape’s screens and communicate
with the public and customers, as well as
ensuring following the safety guidelines
put in place to ensure the health and safe-
ty of the cinema’s visitors. She proceeded:
this collaboration stems from the strategic

partnership with Kuwait National Cinema
Company and the shared belief in their
roles in empowering the youth and offering
them suitable opportunities to develop
their personal and professional skills. 

From his side, Mr Fawaz Abdulaziz Al-
Fadhalah, Finance Manager at KNCC
explained that this collaboration between
LOYAC and KNCC started years ago and
includes different programs and cam-
paigns targeting the youth specifically
which we always aim to support and instil
contribution and growth values.

He added: we look forward in this cam-
paign that started with the re-opening of
the cinemas in Eid Al-Fitr to provide a spe-
cial experience for the upcoming genera-
tion by offering them a part-time opportuni-
ty where they learn about everything relat-
ed to working in the cinema and customer
service. Our aim in this campaign is to pre-
pare the youth for their professional and
career paths in the private sector. In the
end, we hope this opportunity fills the
youth’s free time and utilizes their creativity. 

Great spot: Rare
Persian leopard
pair sighted 
in Pakistan

Apair of rare Persian leopards sighted
in Pakistan for the first time last year
have been filmed and photographed

in the wild, officials said Friday. Sharifuddin
Baloch, a senior conservation official in
Balochistan province, said the pair were first
spotted by rangers in the Hazarganji Wildlife
Park six months ago. Adult leopards are
solitary in the wild and pair only to mate.
“We equipped our staff with cameras and
binoculars to film the pair and take photos,”
Baloch said.  “This month our staff succeed-

ed.” Persian leopards are a panther sub-
species native to Turkey, Iran, Afghanistan
and the Caucasus.

They are extremely rare, however, and
listed by the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) as endan-
gered. Fewer than 1,000 are believed to
exist in the wild, with another 200 in captivi-
ty. “We are taking steps to protect the rare
species,” Baloch told AFP, adding officials
were sharing data with the IUCN. Video
shot by park officials shows one of the leop-
ards beautifully camouflaged on a rugged,
rocky hillside until it stands up and pads
away.

Baloch said there was no previous
record of the creature ever being sighted
in Pakistan. Panthera tulliana is bigger
and has a different spot pattern to the
more common Indian leopard (panthera
fusca) found across Pakistan. Pakistan is
also home to vulnerable snow leopards
(panthera uncia) in the northern
Himalayas. — AFP

China’s Mars rover drove from its
landing platform and began explor-
ing the surface yesterday, state-run

Xinhua news agency said, making the
country only the second nation to land and
operate a rover on the Red Planet. The
launch last July of the Tianwen-1 Mars
probe, which carried the Zhurong rover,
marked a major milestone in China’s
space program. Tianwen-1 touched down
on a vast northern lava plain known as the
Utopia Planitia a week ago and beamed
back its first photos of the surface a few
days later.

The Mars probe and rover are expect-
ed to spend around three months taking
photos, harvesting geographical data, and
collecting and analyzing rock samples.
The six-wheeled, solar-powered, 240-kilo-
gramme (530-pound) Zhurong is named
after a Chinese mythical fire god. China
has now sent astronauts into space, pow-
ered probes to the Moon and landed a
rover on Mars-the most prestigious of all
prizes in the competition for dominion of
space. The United States and Russia are
the only other countries to have reached
Mars, and only the former has operated a
rover on the surface.

Several US, Russian and European
attempts to land rovers on Mars have

failed in the past, most recently in 2016
with the crash-landing of the Schiaparelli
joint Russian-European spacecraft. The
latest successful arrival came in February,
when US space agency NASA landed its
rover Perseverance, which has since been
exploring the planet.  The US rover
launched a small robotic helicopter on
Mars which was the first-ever powered
flight on another planet.—AFP

Armani returns
to live fashion
show audiences

More than a year after switching to
virtual shows, Italian fashion house
Armani announced Thursday the

return of live audiences, starting with its
Spring/Summer Men’s collection next
month. The June 21 Giorgio Armani show
will take place in Milan, while on July 6,
the Giorgio Armani Prive fashion show will
be held at the Italian embassy during the
Paris Fashion Show for Haute Couture.

“The return to live attendance has
been decided following the current gen-
eral improvement in public health with
relation to the pandemic,” the group
announced.—AFP

Clinical studies never looked so good:
for a few hours on Thursday in a
beach town near Barcelona some

400 people said adios to pandemic distanc-
ing and partied like it was 2019 — all in the
name of science. Masks were the only visi-
ble sign of the times as participants were
given free reign to bar hop, dance and drink
indoors and outdoors at cafes and clubs
along a 400 meter stretch of street in the
town of Sitges. The aim of the study: to test
whether clubs can reopen without posing a
threat of contagion.

Besides agreeing to wear either FFP2 or
surgical masks, revelers were required to
present a negative antigen test taken a few
hours prior to the study. “When I saw there
was finally the chance to go and party I did-
n’t think twice,” happy participant Nuria
Miralpeix, 38, told AFPTV. “The last time I
went out was in March 2020. Since then
I’ve been shut in and now I feel like a stu-
dent who’s dying to party on a Thursday!”
added the financial director, smiling.

Though the feeling of freedom only lasts
a few hours, Edgar, 37, said one must “take
advantage.” The street in Sitges hosting the

study is known historically for its nightlife.
Parties here provided a safe space for
homosexuals when they were persecuted
under the Franco dictatorship from 1939
until 1975. Organizers requested that par-
ticipants respect social distancing for five
days after the study to eliminate the risk of
contamination.

Then another antigen test will reveal
whether the party was responsible for any
new cases.  Clubs and bars in Catalonia
were barely able to open for one month
between last spring’s confinements and
new measures imposed in July. “This clini-
cal study should open the way for the
return of nightlife-the only sector that
remains completely shut down,” regional
health official Marc Armengol said.
Sponsored by the city and Catalonian
health officials, the experiment follows two
other studies conducted during concerts in
Barcelona.

In December a team of researchers car-
ried out a pilot project that brought together
500 previously-tested revelers who were
able to dance without social distancing-but
with masks. Days later, none of the partici-
pants had contracted COVID-19. At the end
of March another test concert brought
together some 5,000 people with organiz-
ers saying there was “no sign” of contagion
afterwards. — AFP

Dating apps
team up to make
vaccinating hot

Vaxxing, not waxing, is the new must-
do before a hot date, with dating
apps joining the White House on

Friday to promote COVID-19 shots. Tinder,
Hinge, Match, OkCupid, BLK, Chispa,
Plenty of Fish, Bumble, and Badoo are all
adding vaccination status to the more
expected details on dating profiles as part
of a rollout over the next few weeks.
Getting the shot may also do more for
lovers than keep them healthy, the White
House said in a statement. “According to
research from OKCupid, people who are
vaccinated or plan to get vaccinated
receive 14 percent more Matches than

people who don’t plan to get vaccinated,” it
revealed.

Among the extra incentives being
offered by Tinder, for example, is access to
the “Super Like” feature to “help them stand
out among potential matches,” the White
House said. The apps include BLK, which
is targeted at African Americans, and
Chispa, which is largely used by the
Hispanic community. They will also help
users locate where they can get vaccinat-
ed. “It is kind of a funny thing to talk about,
but the truth of the matter is people do want
to get back to their normal lives,” Andy
Slavitt, a senior White House COVID advi-
sor, told reporters.

In a statement, OkCupid said the phrase
“I’m vaccinated” increased over 1,400 per-
cent in May compared to January.  More
than seven in 10 daters on the app say
they will get the COVID-19 vaccine, and
only seven percent of singles now say
they’re not comfortable with in-person dat-
ing. Tinder said it was enabling members to
display stickers such as “I’m Vaccinated” or
“Vaccines Save Lives” on their profile.

“We’re excited to work with the White
House to help 70 percent of American
adults get vaccinated by July 4th,” said the
company’s CEO Jim Lanzone.

“Nothing like fireworks to signal a new
spark and a new start for those looking to
meet new people IRL this summer.”
Though the vaccination rate is slowing,
more than 60 percent of US adults have
now received at least one dose. President
Joe Biden has set a goal of July 4 for that
number to reach 70 percent. Cases, hos-
pitalizations and deaths are all continuing
to fall, with the current daily new infection
rate eight per 100,000 people. Health
experts consider an outbreak on the path
to containment when that figure drops
below one per 100,000. The government’s
decision to team up with dating sites
comes a day after it advised Americans to
stop kissing and snuggling with their back-
yard poultry, in order to stem the spread of
Salmonella.— AFP 

This picture shows an image taken by the navi-
gation camera of China’s Zhurong rover on the
surface of Mars, showing the rover’s solar pan-
els and antenna, after it landed on Mars. — AFP 

Giorgio Armani

This handout video grab shows a rare Persian leopard (Panthera Tilliana) at the Hazarganji-
Chiltan National Park on the outskirts of Quetta. — AFP 


